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SPIN2STALL passes 4 Million
Australian coal mining is enjoying a resurgence with maintaining underground
roadway development rates a critical aspect of achieving targeted production
tonnes. Jennmar’s J-Lok Spin2Stall resin capsules are widely recognised as being
an advantageous element in achieving consistent and forecasted high
development rates, with usage of these products accelerating dramatically over
the past 2 years.
In January 2016, Jennmar celebrated the installation of the one millionth J-Lok
Spin2Stall resin bolt in Australia. In the 2018 calendar year alone Jennmar sold
more than one million J-Lok Spin2Stall resin capsules to Australian underground
coal customers. The productivity, operational and quality benefits available from
using J-Lok Spin2Stall are now the industry benchmark in roof bolting.

J-Lok P Trial at Costerfield
Successful J-Lok P trials were conducted in February at Costerfield Gold and
Antimony mine in Victoria. Installation of single and twin strand 6.5 metre cables
in 65mm drill holes was completed, pumping an average of 43kg (90lbs) of J-Lok
Australia resin per hole. Installation of multiple cable bolts, plating and tensioning
to 10 tonne using the Jennmar battery operated cable jack allowed full installations
to be completed in 20 minutes.
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Safety Awareness Week
At Jennmar and Jennchem in Australia, we consider safety to be a core value. We
are committed to the health and safety of all employees and have initiated a Safety
Awareness Week program in order to help employees refocus on their commitment
to safety. Providing employees with the knowledge and skills required to become
safer in their workplace is of paramount importance. During the week employees
were encouraged to contribute safety awareness ideas and posters and we
concluded the week with a plant BBQ at each manufacturing site. Congratulations
to all employees for their active participation confirming everyone’s ongoing
commitment to safety.

Mick Baker appointed as QLD Branch Manager
Mick Baker has been appointed as QLD Branch Manager. Mick has been a valued
member of the Jennmar team for the last 17 years and was instrumental in the
establishment of our Mackay bolt plant facility. In 2005, after successfully
achieving certification in both the safety and environment management systems
Mick was appointed the Australian National Safety, Training and Environment
Manager. Over the ensuing years with his positive leadership, Mick has built a
culture of health and safety throughout the Jennmar Australia workplace. Mick
brings a wealth of knowledge and experience to his new role in the Queensland
management team and we wish him well in his new role.

